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Soundtracked by an irresistible beat, Cuba — the Caribbean’s largest island — is a
vibrant palette of colour and contrast, waiting to be explored (page 36)
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Havana Dream

PHOTOS: GETT Y IMAGES

With its white sandy beaches, rolling hills and fragrant cigars and rum,
what's not to love about Cuba? Claire Boobbyer takes a trip to the
Caribbean's largest destination to find out what makes it so appealing
as a new destination — and one of the first for the Dhawa brand
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"e sun glints off the 1950s chrome fins of the bouncing
bubblegum pink Cadillac as it bumps along Havana’s
seaside promenade. Salsa music pumps out of the
radio and drifts up into the salty air lingering enticingly
against an architectural score of sundae-hued columns,
stone curlicues, and crested windows. "is magnificent
architectural facade, a jumbled multicoloured homage
to neo-classical, art nouveau, art deco and modernist
buildings, wraps eight kilometres along the Atlantic sea
road, the Malecón, where the wind whips up the waves
on breezy days and sprays the classic American cars and
passing locals with a salty net.

Cuban music is said to be
rooted in the cabildos, a
social club favoured by
Africans on the island in
the 1800s and influenced
by a new religion,
Santeria, which sprang
up around the same time.
Today, son is the most
popular, a combination
of rhythm and classic
guitar. Cuban music is
also intrinsically tied to
dance, with the mambo,
salsa and rumba all
originating here.

PHOTOS: GETT Y IMAGES (BORACOA , WALL TILES); COBRIS (MUSICIAN)

Cuba has much to offer to
visitors, a fascinating mix
of history and burgeoning
modernity, as this aerial
view of Baracoa shows
A B O V E R I G H T:
A man plays music in
the street, adding to the
soundtrack of the country
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In the late afternoon, as I amble under the arches, I spy
Habaneros heading for the seawall, known locally as ‘the gran
sofa’. It’s where the Cuban capital’s residents — young and old
— come to lie down, love, laugh, drink rum, gossip and dream.
Cubans have been dreaming a lot this last year. After
more than 50 years of political stalemate, US President
Obama and Cuba’s President Raúl Castro agreed to a thaw,
ushering in a period of normalisation of the relationship
between these two neighbours on either side of the Florida
straits. "e former foes have struck a new deal and Cuba is on
the verge of change. Raúl Castro kickstarted the sickly Cuban
economy in late 2010 and permitted greater private enterprise
within Cuba’s socialist paradigm. "is new lease of life has
transformed the dining, shopping and the accommodation
experience, in particular.
When I first visited Cuba in the late 1990s, Cuba was
a culinary backwater; there was scarcely a vegetable in
sight. Fast forward to 2015 and private restaurants (known
as paladares) are flourishing in many cities, popular beach
resorts and nature havens. Inside the 1914 home of chef
Carlos Cristóbal Márquez Valdés, who has worked in kitchens
around the world, the walls are adorned with gorgeous
art nouveau tiles, old album sleeves and black and white
photos. Diners at his Paladar San Cristóbal sit down to tuck
into steak, grilled snapper, ceviche, plump salads, a banana
liqueur tipple and a cigar for every diner.
Meals like this in private restaurants are worlds away
from the Cuba of yesteryear. Just a couple of blocks north
in Centro Habana, Paladar La Guarida, is a new rooftop bar
where punters sip minty mojitos and sit back inside a giant
ornate picture frame while what little electricity there is in
this residential district of Havana illuminates the rooftops.

"e ornate picture frame sofa is the
start of an innovative design scene.
In 2015, Cuba’s very first design store,
Clandestina, opened in Old Havana
joining a store that opened four years
ago, Piscolabis, that is known locally
for its extremely stylish products
made from recycled goods. In summer
2016, a new concept store will open
on the Malecón.
Most visitors to Cuba see it as
freeze-framed: trapped in amber and
stuck 50 years in the past. It’s more
complicated than first appearances
belie, and even second, third and
fourth. Nothing in Cuba is what it
seems. Fidel Castro’s 1959 Revolution
is still sold to the Cubans, peddled
through TV programmes, propaganda
messages on billboards, international
socialism and through a diet of
rationed food, free healthcare and
education. But Cuba is so much more
than its political system and a journey
through the country is the only
sure way to learn about its culture,
rich percussive music, Afro-Cuban
religions, the legacy of its sugar wealth,
its rum cocktails, beautiful verdant
landscapes, chocolate, coffee and
artisanal cigars and its star attraction:
the gregarious and witty locals.
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Many foreigners have been seduced by Cuba. "e first was Christopher
Columbus who wrote in his ship’s diary in autumn 1492 on his first voyage to the
New World: “"is country is so enchantingly beautiful that it surpasses all others in
charm and beauty…” And in the 20th century, British novelist Graham Greene, actor
Errol Flynn, and most famously the US novelist Ernest Hemingway pitched up in
Havana, where this Caribbean beauty captivated them with her hypnotic allure,
louche atmosphere and the ever present possibility and temptation that anything
might be possible in this storied island.
In search of Hemingway’s haunts, I walk up the Prado, a kilometre-long
promenade between the Central Park and the sea lined with trees, lamps and
marble seats; it’s where elegant Habaneros would parade on the terrazzo pavement
in the 18th century. Today’s promenaders pass art sellers, smudged decorative
ornamentation, an art deco theatre, Moorish architectural accents, and the Hotel
Sevilla where mafia boss Al Capone would stay in the 50s when the mob was busy
transforming the Cuban capital into the Las Vegas of the Caribbean.
Hemingway found retreat from the hustle and bustle of Havana in a farmhouse,
Finca Vigía, 13 kilometres southeast of Havana, which is now a museum. But when
in town he would patronise the local bars.
El Floridita is still trading on its Hemingway fame at the corner of Calle Obispo,
the main thoroughfare of Cuba’s old town, La Habana Vieja. At the long, handsome
scarlet bar, I order the house drink from the uniformed barman, the El Floridita
tipple, an ice-cold daiquiri, made from Havana Club rum, Cuba’s most well-known
rum brand. Hemingway was said to have drunk Bacardi rum in his much-written
about daily diet of cocktails. At El Floridita, the Papa
MAGICAL WORDS
Doble was born after a Hemingway request: it included
The author Ernest
a double dose of rum and no sugar.
Hemingway lived in
Cuba for a number of
"e stunning art deco headquarters of the Bacardi
years and the house he
company lies two blocks from El Floridita. "e caramel
bought in 1940 still bears
a plaque with his name.
ziggurat crowned by the Bacardi bat motif towers over
Hemingway tours abound
Old Havana. From here I wander into the dense mesh
for those who want to
view Cuban life through
of streets of Old Havana looking for another place of
the author's eyes. For
retreat, this time a temple of religion. "e asymmetrical
those who prefer a more
relaxed approach on
Cuban Baroque cathedral fashioned from ironstone
holiday they can enjoy his
and orange coral, and described by Cuban author
novel based on the area:
The Old Man and the Sea.
Alejo Carpentier as “music set in stone” peers over

LEFT AND BELOW
L E F T: !e verdant vista
of a tobacco plantation.
Tobacco is big business for
Cuba, renowned for making
the best cigars.

U N I T E D S TAT E S

MEXICO

C U B A , A VIBRANT TREASURE
Population . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.27 million

Most important mineral . . .
Nickel

Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spanish

Size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
109,884 square kilometres
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D H AWA C AY O
LAS BRUJAS

Famous for the coral reefs
which teem with sealife,
Cayo Las Brujas is an
ideal base from which to
explore the island. Opening in July, the 516-room
Dhawa Cayo Las Brujas,
will be a three storey
hotel featuring no less
than three restaurants.
For those those that like
to stay active, a swimming
pool, gym, kids club and
water sports centre are
all key attractions.

PHOTOS: CORBIS; GETT Y IMAGES (WALL TILES, CIGARS)

CUBA

the pretty Cathedral Plaza, which is
hemmed in by the columned balconied
homes of wealthy Spanish counts and
illuminated with coloured stained glass
half-moon windows.
After rum and religion, it is time
to revive with another of Cuba’s
homemade indulgences, coffee. At
nearby Café O’Reilly, with its gorgeous
embellished spiral iron staircase, the
aroma of ground coffee floats out into
the street. After a strong espresso, I
watch a vendor grind coffee from the
Escambray mountains in central Cuba
for a line of locals and foreigners.
Some of the first coffee plantations
in Cuba were established in and around
Havana in the middle of the 18th
century and Cuba’s first coffee shop
was set up on a corner of the Plaza
Vieja, La Taberna, in the 1770s. I want
to see whether the coffee was as good
out west where some of the original
plantations were established by French
planters, fleeing the 1791 revolution
in neighbouring Haiti. My thoughts
are confirmed at Café de María, a tiny
alfresco café overlooking the San Juan
Lake in the tiny community of Las
Terrazas, an hour southwest of Havana.
Las Terrazas is Cuba’s signature
green revolution project. In 1968,
thousands of precious wood trees were
planted on the contours of the Sierra
del Rosario mountains, and former,
illiterate charcoal makers were given
new homes. Today, the community is
powered by ecotourism, bird watching,
trekking among the coffee plantation
ruins and bathing in the cool water
natural pools of the River San Juan.
Here in Las Terrazas is an authentic
vegetarian restaurant, El Romero, set
up by Slow Food pioneer Tito Núñez
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Gudás who first started teaching
Cubans to eat plants and flowers way
back in the 1990s.
I sit back on El Romero’s terrace,
surrounded by hummingbirds and
the perfume of the white mariposa,
Cuba’s national flower, to sip on an
anti-hypertension juice of grapefruit,
cucumber and mint, savour a lotus
ceviche, and tuck into a ‘burger’ made
from root vegetables and banana. Not
that I need to be released from any
stress at Las Terrazas. After a few days
in Cuba’s countryside, it’s easy to fall
into a laidback rhythm and witness your
first-world worries shrink from view.
For even more sublime relaxation, I
head further west to Viñales, a UNESCO
world heritage site of limestone stumps
carpeted in plants that stud a wide
valley floor. As the sun rolls over the
ruddy red tobacco fields, the mottled
shading of tobacco field green, the
white backs of ploughing oxen, and
the darker samphire hue of clumps of
palm and other trees, I imagine myself
sitting — forever — on the front porch
of a home in a rocking chair in tiny
Viñales town passing the time of day
with locals, a coffee in one hand in the
morning, and a mojito at night.
"e deep red soil of this region
(known as Vuelta Abajo) produces the
world’s premium cigars. "e practice
of this artisanal craft can be seen at
the cigar factories in the region (and in
Havana); the hand-rolling of selected
tobacco leaves can also be witnessed
in the homes of farmers who have an
intimate knowledge of the leaves. On
horseback, I visit thatched leaf drying
A B O V E : !e historic
houses in the valley where plucked
architecture of Havana's
San Christobal Cathedral
green tobacco leaves are hung to dry
is bathed in an ethereal
turning to gold as time passes. Here the
early evening light
farmer lights up a cigar and offers me a
puff. "e aroma of tobacco is so strong,
it hardly seems necessary to smoke a
Cuban puro (cigar)!
Continuing in my quest for
complete relaxation, I take my Cuban
Habano (cigar) to the beach. At Cayo
Jutías, 50 kilometres west of Viñales,
after a lunch of grilled lobster on the creamy white sands, I walk to the end of the
peninsula, passing by wind-sculpted wood to search for the giant orange starfish
that call this remote spot home.
At Playa Maguana, several coves have been scooped out of the Royal Palm-tree
dotted Atlantic coastline. "ey are mostly wild and uninhabited and pinned in by a
custard cream-coloured curve of smooth sand. After sipping on a coconut cut open
for me on the beach by a local, I find Restaurant Unforgettable, east of the main
beach where I feast on a smorgasbord of fresh food.
Playa Maguana is a short drive, just 21 kilometres, from Baracoa, Cuba’s first
city, founded in 1511. Tiny Baracoa is cradled among forests of royal palm, coffee
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STAR GAZERS
A S I F A S TAY I N T H E
M A L D I V E S WA S N O T
MAGICAL ENOUGH, GUESTS
AT A N G S A N A V E L AVA R U C A N
FA L L U N D E R T H E S P E L L
OF THE ARCHIPELAGO’S
MAGNIFICENT NIGHT SKY

I first became interested in
astronomy about six years ago,
when I noticed a neglected
telescope at Angsana Velavaru
where I work as a food and
beverage manager. I learned
to operate it by reading the
manual. After learning the
basics I thought the opportunity
to stargaze would be a unique
and unexpected experience for
our guests. Sometimes I spend
hours and hours with them on the
beach, explaining the wonders of
our universe — in most cases it is
the first time they have ever had
the opportunity to learn about the
fascinating world of astronomy.
As a result, I have connections
with guests from many parts
of the world. I am proud that
two of them decided to study
astronomy at university after
stargazing at Velavaru inspired
them. Astronomy allows you to
explore unknown dimensions
of your life. You start to realise
how small we are in this massive
universe and how short our life
is in space when compared to
the age of the universe. I share
my knowledge with many others,
but at the same time I learn from
them. Every moment I spend with
the telescope is a new learning
opportunity for me.
ANIMAL INSTINCT

Cuba's wild east is
incredibly beautiful. Palm
and pine tree forests
harbour the smallest frog,
smallest bat, and smallest
bird in the world — but
fewer visitors make the
long journey to the other
end of the island. Those
that don’t are missing out.

PHOTOS: GETT Y IMAGES

EXPLORE

Dayan Ganegoda, food and beverage
manager at Angsana Velavaru
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SWEET LIKE SUGAR
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A B O V E : Created by the Santiago
Brewing Company in 1914, this iconic brand
was later bought by the rum giant Bacardi.
Cerveza Hatuey beer, a 1940s example
shown here in its trademark conical can,
was originally brewed for the home market.
Plans were made in the 1990s to market it
globally as a specialty brand

3

EXPENSIVE TASTE

The most expensive rum on
the market is said to be a
1940s bottle of Wray and
Nephew — worth a cool
US$54,000 for anyone
who can afford the tipple.
Made in Jamaica it is more
than 70 years old and owes
some of its notoriety to the
renowned mai tai cocktail
at Trader Vic's. According
to therichest.com, Vic liked
it so much, he used no other
brand. This may be why
there are thought to be only
four bottles left in the world.

6

PHOTOS: WWW.HAVANACOLLECTIBLES.COM (RUM LABELS)

The favourite tipple of swashbuckling
pirates of yesteryear and a regular
perk of sailors in the British Navy until
the 1970s, today rum is taking on a
trendier vibe than being seen purely
as the preferred evening tot of men
of a certain age.
Abundant with sugar cane, the
Caribbean is awash with the right
ingredients for rum. While some of
the other islands produce a heavier
and more robust variety of this sugary
liquor, Cuba’s own brand of rum is
renowned for its refreshing lightness.
Fresh, crisp and clean, the Cuban rum
is less heavy and much less robust
than its cousin in Barbados.
Havana Club is the best-known
rum in Cuba, where a combination of
perfect climate and fertile soil grows
some of the most superior sugar cane
in the world. The rum is made from
molasses which is obtained by boiling
the sugar cane juice down to a syrup
and then fermenting it with yeast for
24 hours in a unique copper still, and
then ageing it for two years.
Newbies should start with Havana
Club's three-year-old liquor, beloved
base of the mojito — a true Cuban
experience. The perfect foil for mint
and lime, even the descriptions of
this clear winner are mouth watering.
Aromas of vanilla, caramelised pear,
banana and smoked oak abound while
your tongue will be hit by a symphony
of smoky chocolate. Connoisseurs
may decide instead to plump for the
15-year-old Havana Club, a limited
edition of only 58 barrels a year, aged
for 15 years in old oak barrels.
Cocktail opportunities aside, these
are interesting times for Cuban rum.
To date, trade with the US has been
embargoed, but as frosty relations
between them thaw, many believe
that an end to the 53-year embargo
could now be in sight. While American
visitors are allowed to take US$100
of Cuban goods home from their
holidays, currently there is no option
to export Cuban tobacco and alcohol
to the US on a larger scale. Even
without the US market, Havana Club
exports some 35 million litres of rum a
year to the rest of the world.

5

7

ONE A 1908 Cuba Cienfuegos Ron Liborio Cuban rum label, worth an estimated US$145 — considerably more than the rum it labelled T WO 1950s Santiago
de Cuba Ron Matusalem bottle label THREE A label from a bottle of 1950s Cuba Havana Club rum FOUR "e golden tones of this label from a 1905 Santiago de
Cuba Ron Obispo suggest something special FIVE A 1950s Cuba Refresco Piña Caribe bottle label, Piña Caribe was a soft drink but could easily be considered the
ideal mixer with rum SIX "is 1920s Cuba Ron Faraon Cuban rum label features scenes of Egypt. Howard Carter had just discovered Tutankhamen's tomb and
the world went crazy for all things Egyptian SEVEN A label from the 1940s, made for Cuba La Trocha de Moron Camaguey Cuban rum
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bushes, coconut palms, and cacao
trees and sits in the shadow of the
anvil-shaped mountain El Yunque. In
the early 20th century, Baracoa grew
rich from green gold — bananas; today
its lush natural embrace draws many
adventurous visitors who swim in its
rivers, climb its mountains, explore its
aboriginal Taíno archaeological sites,
and indulge in its regional cuisine —
fish cooked in coconut sauce, and a
moreish sweet pushed into a palm tree
bark cone: the cucurucho, which is sold
on the roadside, stuffed with mashed
coconut, honey and almonds. "e best
cucuruchos in Cuba are made on Playa
Duaba, six kilometres from Baracoa
and made by Carmen Jiménez Fuentes.
She lives in a wooden house right on
the beach and also makes bags from
coconut fibre and seed curtains to sell.
Cuba’s fabulous 19th- and 20thcentury wealth was fashioned from
sugar and after all that sweetness,
I decide to burn off some calories.
Nowhere is more appropriate for that
than any of the island’s dance floors!
“In the beginning, before God
created Cuba, the Earth was chaos,
empty of form and without music.
"e spirit of God stirred over the dark
tropical waters and God said, ‘Let there
be music.’ And a soft conga began a
one-two beat in the background of
the chaos,” wrote Richard Blanco in
Havanasis, capturing Cuba's spirit.
At Baracoa’s music house, the Casa
de la Trova, music erupts from the
gathered band. "e distinctive sound of
the clave — two pieces of wood tapped
to a 1-2-3, 1-2 rhythm plays out into
the humid night. Under the whirring
ceiling fan, salsa dancers whirl to the
infectious music. Salsa evolved from
son, a creolised music that combines
Spanish guitar, flute, double bass,
African drums, various percussive
instruments and song.

A B O V E : A bartender
prepares a classic mojito, a
drink that embodies Cuba in a
glass L E F T : Vibrant colours
abound in Cuba, where the
natural beauty of the fruit and
vegetables in the marketplace
resonate against the colourful
buildings in the market square

I am hooked. To further understand salsa and son, I
head
west to Santiago de Cuba, Cuba’s second city and its
The preparation of Cuban
food follows the pace
former capital, founded in 1515. Here, son and salsa are
of island life, slow and
performed nightly in the city’s numerous music venues,
delicious. With influences
from across the globe,
the sonorous melodies floating through the tight streets
mild spices are prolific
and across the city’s many tiled rooftops. At the Casa de
and creamy sauces non
existent. Many of the
las Tradiciones, a popular dance and live music venue,
savoury favourites owe
in the French-influenced neighbourhood of Tivolí, I
their flavour to a sofrito
of onion, garlic, green
drink an aged rum, or three, to help my feet on their way.
pepper, oregano, and a
Novelist Graham Greene reportedly said that Cuba’s
pinch of ground pepper.
aged rum (ron añejo) tasted like "ship's wood, like a sea
voyage,” and while the wood-soaked liquid amber slips
down nicely, I am invited to join in the dance.
As I twirl in vueltas around the room, I think of the sea, the wood, the African
slaves’ legacy of music, dance and religion and the creolised combination that
gives Cuba its rich cultural bedrock enjoyed by so many who come to the island to
experience the island’s vibrant homegrown flavour.
FOOD FOR
THOUGHT

PHOTOS: CORBIS
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Cayo Las Brujas, Cuba . . . . . . . . . . .
Enjoy sugar-white sands, aquamarine
seas and a laidback vibe; a way of life
that's truly Caribbean

Pu'er, China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Famous for its tea, this verdant area
in Yunnan Province luxuriates in its
own sub-tropical climate

Luo Yang, China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Located in western Henan province
of central China, Luo Yang is rich in
history and cultural tradition

Phuket, Thailand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A laidback island in the Andaman
Sea, this natural Thai beauty
offers visitors both relaxation and
adrenaline-filled activities

Bo'ao, China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Near to the mouth of the Wanquan
River in Hainan Province, guests can
enjoy natural beauty, discovering
natural hot springs and forest parks

Bangkok, Thailand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Thai capital never sleeps, which
is great for visitors who want to
make the most of the bustling capital,
whether it's the dining or night scene
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